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9 On Eisenstein Series o Degree Two for
Hilbert.Siegel Modular Groups
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Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M... A., Jan. 12, 1982)

Introduction. In this note we present an explicit 2ormul for
Fourier coefficients of generalized Eisenstein series of degree two for
Hilbert-Siegel modular groups in the sense of Langlands [8] and
Klingen [4]. This explicit 2ormula is a generalization of the previous
result in [7] [11] (the Siegel modular case), and has n pplication to
the algebraicity o the special value o the "second" L-unction attached
to a Hilbert modular orm. Details will appear elsewhere. The au-
thor would like to thank Pro. N. Kurokawa or suggestions and en-
couragements.

1. Generalized Eisenstein series for Hilbert.Siegel modular
groups. Let F be a totally real number field of degree g over Q,
the ring o integers in F, E=O the group o units in F, and E+

{e e E]e>> 0} the group of totally positive units in F. Let F), .,
F) be the conjugates o2 F over Q with F)=F. The image o
element 2 e F (resp. a matrix M with all entries lying in F)under F
F is denoted by 2 (resp. M()). If 2("0 (resp. tM=M and M
0; M=M and M()0) or lig, we write 20 (resp. M}>0; M
>>0). For positive integer n, we put F {M e M(Or)[MJM=J
for some s e N,} where J= _N 0 (N is he ideniy matrix

sie ). Nor an integer 0, we denote by M(P) (resp. S(P))
C-vector space of all Hilber-Siegel modular (rest. eus) forms
weigh wih resee o P. We denote by N(P))he orhogonal

eomlemen of S(P) in() wih resee o he Peersson inner
rodue. As usual weu M(P)=S(F)=C.
e , , r be integers such ha 1,0, >++1. We

assume he following condition"
(a) k is an even integer if F contains a unit with norm --1.

Generalizing the construction of Klingen [4], we put
for f eE,(Z, f)= ,,f(M(Z)*)N/(]CZ+D])- S(F)).

Here A, is the subgroup of F) of all M e F) whose entries in the

first n+r columns and last n-r rows vanish, and M=( )(A,B, C,

D are square matrices of size n) runs over a complete system of repre-
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sentatives of the left cosets of/’) modulo z/, Z--(Z,..., Z) is a
variable on g, the product of g-copies o the Siegel upper half space

o degree n or each M=( )eF we put M(Z)*=(M()(Z)*,

M()(Z)*) where M()(Z=(A()Z+B())(C()Z+D())- and M()(Z*
is the square matrix ormed by the first (r, r)-entries o M)(Z) and
N(CZ+D[)=C()Z+D()[, denoting the determinant.
Then the above summation defining E,(Z, f) converges uniformly and
absolutely on {(Z, ...,Z) e trace(X)<c-= Y>cE= (l<i<g)}= (Z
=X+J-lye, X and Y real matrices) or any c0 and represents
an element of M(F)). Moreover OE,(.,f)=E_,(.,f) or rn
and E,(., f)=f=O where is the Siegel operator. (For defini-
tions, we refer to Christian [1].) Results in Klingen [4] are generalized
to the Hilbert- Siegel case as follows"

Proposition. Let n, k be integers such that k2nO, and sup-
pose that k satisfies the condition (a). Put E(Fn))= {E,r(,,f)f
e S(F))} for Ogrn. Tn"

r((n)(1) M(F))=0E(F)), E(F)) =0r-r , and
S(F))=E(F’)).

(2) induces a C-linear isomorphism" Ei(F))E(Fn-)) for
each r=0, ..., n--1 if nl.

2. An explicit formula of Fourier coecients for degree two

case. Throughout this section we assume the ollowing conditions"

(b) F is a totally real number field with the class number one in the
narrow sense, and (c)the rational prime 2 decomposes completely in

F. Let k0 be an integer satisfying the condition (a) in 1. Let f
e M(F)) be a normalized eigen Hilbert modular form in the following

sense" f(z)=0-, a(()b)e(tr/(z)) with a() 1 and T(m)f=a(m)f
or all Hecke operators T(m)associated with integral ideals m of F.
Here, e(x)=exp (2uJ- lx), z=(z, ..., z) e , tr/ (z)=
and b is the different o F/Q. By the assumption (b), b=() with 30.
As in [5] [6] [7] [11], we put [f] E:,(., f) if f=0 and [f]=E,0(., f)
if f# 0. Let [f](Z) o a(T, [f])e(a(tr/(-TZ))) be the Fourier
expansion of [f], where T runs over all symmetric totally positive semi-
definite semi-integral (i.e. T=(t), 2t e G, t e G or lgi,]g2)
matrices of size 2, and a is the trace of matrices. To obtain a formula
or a(T, [f]), it is sufficient to consider the case T>}0. We denote by
d(F) the discriminant of F.

Theorem 1. For T>>O such that ]2T] is square-free (i.e., [2T is

not divisible by the square of any proper ideal in ), we have"

a(T, [f])=(--1) (2k--2)
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N(12TI)_(/.)d(F)_ L(k- 1, y)D(k- 1, f, 0r)
L.(2k--2, f)

Here g--(F:Q), z denotes the Hecke character attached to the quad-
ratic extension F(--]2T])/F, L(s, Z) the Hecke L-unction, and 8r(z)

,:+/ (.,)oo e(tr/ (z-’(ff)T(ff))). We take complex num-

bers a,, , such that , a(a)N(a)-’= (1-a,N(p)-9-(1-fl,N(p)-9-,
where a runs over all integral ideals o F and p runs over all prime
ideals o F, and put L(s, f) (1 aN(p)-9-(1 a,N(O)-9-(1
--flN(p)-9-. Writing Or(z)=o-b((2)b)e(trm(2z)), we put
D(s,f, Or)=. a(a)b(a)N(a) -. Each L-unction is considered as a
meromorphie function on C by the analic continuation. If Of#0,
then D(s, f, Or) and L(2s, f) have zeros of the same order at s= k--1,
and we understand that D(k 1, f, Or) / L(2k 2, f) lim,_
D(s, f, 8r) /L(2s, f).

Remark 1. By the condition (a) in 1, kg is an even integer.

Remark 2. If we drop the condition (c) on F, then we have the
following: a(T, [f]) has a similar expression as in Theorem 1, with 8r
replaced by some h, a Hilbert modular form o weight 1 and type
([2T, ) whose Fourier coefficients lie in the totally real number field
generated over Q by the eigen values of all Hecke operators on f.

Suppose f#0, i.e. f(z)=G(z)=((k-- 1) (2uj- 1)-)qd(F)-(m)5v(k)

+o<<e- a_(,)e(trv/ (,z)) where 5v(s) is the Dedekind zeta function
of F and a_(,)=() N(a)- (a running over all integral ideals of F
that divide (,)b). In this case we obtain the ollowing generalization
of the above ormula by a method similar to that of MaaB [9]:

Theorem 2. Let F, , G be as above. Suppose T)}O is primitive

a(T, [G]l=(-llq/( (k--1) 2(2u)_,)N(2T])_(/)d(F),_ L(k--1, Z)
(2k--2) 5(2k--2)

ol212TI [ Oj(p) )

Here b is the maximal integer such that p] [2T]; ](0)=[(5--1)/2] if p2,
](p)=[(b--2)/2] if p2; and (x)=l or 0 according as x is an integer or
not.

Remark 3. The above formula coincides with the formula of
Maa [9] if F Q.

3. An application. We apply Theorem 1 to investigate the
value L(2k--2, f). This is an application of type (I) stated in [7]. Let
F be a totally really real number field of degree g =(F Q) with the class
number one in the narrow sense. Let k>0 be an integer satisfying
(a) in 1 and f e S( be a normalized eigen Hilbert cusp form.
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Then, as in Kurokawa [6], Harris [3], and Garrett [2], we have a(T, [f])
e for all T>>0, where { denotes the algebraic closure of Q in C.
(The author received Garrett’s preprint [2] in October 1981 after the
first draft of this paper was prepared.) Moreover we know by Theorem
1 (after a short argument) that or any T>0 with 12TI square-free
integer in ( there exists some T>>0 such that 12TI=I2TI and that
a(T, [f])0. Hence, by Theorem 1 and Remark 2 combined with a
result of Shimura [12] on D(k-1, f, h), we have the following:

Theorem 3. Let F, g, k, and f be as above. Then:
L.(2k--2, f)/u(3-2)q(f f) e Q.

Here, (f,f) denotes the normalized Petersson norm, i.e. (f,f
=vol ()- [ if(z)l Im (z)d/(z), where is a fundamental domain of

J

F \, Im (z)-- 1-I
_

Y and d/(z)- I-[
_

yrdxdy if z-(z, ..., zq),
z=x+-ly.
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